What’s new in EZTitles 6
Dear friends,
We’re proud to introduce EZTitles version 6. To get you as excited as we are we’d like to pinpoint just a
few of the new features we believe will take your whole subtitling experience and workflow to the next
level!

I.

Subtitling Assistant

Let’s start with Subtitling Assistant. It’s a new tool for automating the process of subtitles and captions
creation. The Assistant analyses the speech in your video and creates timed text in the same language in
accordance with your requirements. This feature can be used in two ways. It recognizes the spoken text
from the audio and automatically generates captions or subtitles in the same language.
The Subtitling Assistant could also split a loaded text into subtitles and automatically synchronize them
with the audio. Useful if you already have a Dialogue List, Spotting List or any kind of transcript. The only
restriction for now is the audio and the script should be in the same language.
The Subtitling Assistant is a subscription-based service and is charged for each minute of analyzed audio.
We’re pretty confident it will speed up your subtitling or captioning by up to 70%!
We’ve also developed something no other software on the market can offer at present - Intelligent
Commands. Now you could optimize your workflow with commands which use data from the audio
analysis. Subtitling Assistant moves In- and Out-cues automatically to match the speech timing when
you split subtitles or move words between them.

II.

Macros

The second brand-new feature is the addition of Macros. This allows you to record series of frequently
repeated operations in EZTitles. Then you could assign a shortcut to this group of commands and
execute them quickly whenever needed. With the Macros you could also resolve more complex tasks by
writing your own JavaScript-based programs inside EZTitles and invoke them by a single button press.
The software provides you a short list of build-in Macros that you might find useful. You can check their
descriptions, modify the code and assign shortcuts at your leisure.

III.

Backup and Recovery

The next big addition to EZTitles 6 is our take on complete and comprehensive file backup and
recovery. It encompasses group of options and scenarios into homogeneous fail-safe environment for
your projects. Backup copies will be created in accordance with your preferences and then can be
reviewed, compared, restored and saved as new projects.
There are four different types of automatic backups. Auto Recovery files are created automatically at
certain intervals of time. The File History option provides a list of files created when using the Save
command. The projects you’ve opened and modified but didn’t save will be kept for period of one

month in Unsaved Projects. The File Overwrite Protection will keep backup copies of your projects for
one month when overwriting an existing file.

IV.

Commands Insight Toolbar

Another useful tool in EZTitles 6 is the Commands Insight Toolbar which allows for quick access to all
commands in the program. After pressing the “lamp” button you could search for phrase or word in
commands’ names and their descriptions. The results are sorted by relevance. Short description of each
command and its shortcut is displayed too. At the end a command from the list can be invoked by
simply clicking on it.

V.

High DPI improvements

We’ve also improved the visuals when working on High DPI displays. This includes an overhaul of the
Silver and Graphite themes. Now all the visual elements will be easier to see and use on your brand-new
monitors.

VI.

Support for all Streaming Services

Last but not least EZTitles 6 lets you deliver perfectly compatible subtitles or closed captions for all
major streaming services of date as Disney +, Netflix, Amazon Prime, Apple TV +, Hulu and others.
These are some of the brightest new features in EZTitles 6. We can’t wait for you to get your hands on
them!

